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Linking the swelling of paper sheets and their microstructural properties 

Paper sheets reveal pronounced changes in shape and dimensions upon exposure to variations in 
moisture, for instance during digital printing operations. These changes appear in the form of curls, 
waviness and in-plane deformations at the sheet-scale. Also, upon exposure to varying ambient 
humidity conditions, packaging products show time dependent behaviour such as creep. Priyam 
Samantray developed numerical models in his PhD thesis (joint doctoral program between 
Eindhoven University of Technology and Universit�́� libre de Bruxelles) to capture such phenomena 
and analysed the simulated results to the understand the underlying governing factors.  
 
The dimensional changes originate at the level of a single fibre, and affect the fibre network through 
the inter-fibre bonds. In the bonds, the hygroscopic and mechanical response of individual fibres 
interact causing stresses and deformations. In order to gain insight in the macro-scale response, it is 
essential to understand these complex fibrous network mechanisms at the micro-scale.  
 
During the manufacturing process, when the pulp is dried under restraint, internal strains are 
developed, which further may be partially released upon exposure to a moisture cycle (i.e. printing) 
causing irreversible deformations at the sheet-scale. A rate-independent model at the fibre level was 
developed to capture this behaviour. It was found that this phenomenon is strongly affected by the 
area-fraction of free-standing fibres versus bonded fibres and by the coverage (a measure of density 
of the network).  
 
Furthermore, in order to understand time effects affecting the dimensional changes in paper, a time-
dependent model was used. Its parameters were identified from the experimental response of a single 
fibre subjected to constant and varying humidity. The model was then extended to a paper fibre 
network whereby it was shown that at lower coverages the network relaxes faster. Also, the relaxation 
response of a single fibre is faster than that of the network. This is due to the fact that a single fibre is 
free-standing and hence less constrained, promoting a higher creep strain. Yet, in a network, due to 
the presence of bonds, the area-fraction of free-standing fibres is lower and hence creep strains are 
smaller. 
 
With the current research work, it was possible to identify the micro-level parameters in paper sheets 
that affect its macro-scale response. This carries significance for companies like Oc�́�, A Canon company 
as it has led to better understanding of the factors affecting irreversible strains causing dimensional 
changes in printed papers. Also,  the microstructural parameters affecting the creep behavior in paper 
i.e. packaging products were identified.  
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